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The first step consists of standardizing the projections making up the
composite. An equivalence on the image of a projection, when composed
with its kernel, yields the kernel of its composite with any map having the
equivalence as kernel: composites of projections can thus be presented as
a projection followed by bijections between their images. Let J be the
image of the first projection in this presentation, thus with the same kernel
as the composite f , hence can be described via a bijection of f ’s image I,
which sends each element i to some preimage in f1 i.
Assuming this first projection given, when can it be followed by two
Ž .further projections to yield f ? The third projection must fix since onto I.
Ž .Hence j J I, if unequal to the composite f j , must be moved by the
Ž .second projection: if to I, then only to the composite f j , fixed by the
Ž . Ž .third projection. If also f j  J I  F, the fixpoints of f , it must also
be moved, so j must go to D, the complement of I; moreover, to no
jD, since the second projection is injective on J. The basic require-
ment is thus that D  J be at least as numerous as the graph G of f in
Ž .J I minus the fixpoints F: i.e., the pairs j, f j  J I  F. Indeed, the
second projection could then send these j bijectively into D  J, send the
Ž .remaining j J I to their images f j , and fix these and D, while the
third would send the j injected in D to their image in I, keeping I fixed.
At last, we determine when there exists this kind of a set J of represen-
tatives for the classes of Ker f ; it would suffice to start with an arbitrary J
and improve it until its complement in D is at least as numerous as its G.
Ž .If a class includes a fixpoint there can be at most one , choose it; if not,
Žand it includes an element of I all of whose preimages are in D i.e., of
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. ŽI  fI , choose it since nothing is gained by excluding it from J and none
.of its preimages can produce a G . For the remaining classes a typical
maneuver is to change a choice i J, for a class whose image fi J and
Ž . 1for which the choice j i in f i is also in I, to a dD i: this has the
effect of removing two elements from G at the cost of removing one from
Ž .D  J. Once it has been determined that this d is to be in J, the j i or
indeed any element in an f1 i for any i dwill not produce with its
image an element of G. The same goes for any element with image  but
Ž . f d . Thus to profitably repeat the maneuver of changing an i J to an
equivalent d, one needs a class whose image was not in the previous class
nor equivalent to its imageand vice versa. Call a subset of remaining
classes which meet both I and D ‘‘independent’’ if none contains the
image of another or has an equivalent image. We will choose the j for
Ž .these classes in D and their images to be the j for the image’s class and
no further j’s in D for classes which meet both I and D. No further
Žimprovement in the size of D  J relative to G by changing the j’s within
.a class can be achieved. Indeed, changing a d to an equivalent d causes
no change; a change of d to an equivalent i could not be advantageous
Ž .since f d  J; while all the advantageous changes of an i to a d have
already been arranged. Thus, to have the decomposition, it must be
possible to map both a maximal independent set M of remaining classes
each of which meets D, and the classes in D, to contained elements of D,
so that their complement in D is at least as numerous as the graph G of f
in J I  F.
Necessary, as well as sufficient in the finite case, is
       D  I  fI  M  G ;
     the strict inequality would be sufficient in general. D  I  fI  M
always.
A more roundabout description for the finite case may be extracted
from Howie et al. Their ‘‘admissible triples’’ are made up of elements d
Ž . 2Ž .and their once iterated images f d , f d , which are not fixpoints. Such
are disjoint just when the classes of their d’s are independent and have
Ž .inequivalent images neither of which is equivalent to a fixpoint . Disjoint
sets of such triples thus correspond to independent sets of classes which
meet D, having inequivalent images equivalent to no fixpoint. Replacing a
class which meets D, by one wholly in D with equivalent image, does not
disturb independence. Hence if there are only a finite number of disjoint
triples, their maximum possible number K counts the classes without
fixpoint which meet I  fI and the remaining number of independent
classes meeting D which have inequivalent images equivalent to no
	 
 Žfixpoint. The above equation is given in Howie et al. 5 as e.g., the fourth
.from the bottom displayed equation on p. 325 reads
       D  I F K .
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To see that the right sides are the same, remember that I is equipotent
Ž Ž .with J, which is the disjoint union of F, JD equipotent with I  fI 
. ŽM elements  J I  F, which are images of a j I equipotent with
. Ž .G and those, images of a jD equipotent with K . This development
can serve as a paradigm for similar characterizations, e.g., of the linear
transformations in a vector spaceor even of the endomorphisms of an
independence algebrawhich are composites of three projections.
Decompose the transformation into the quotient map q to the quotient
space Q of equivalence classes of its kernel followed by the injection of Q
back to its image I in the space. Observe that the fixpoints F constitute a
subspace mapped bijectively by qas before, one chooses them as their
Ž 1 .own preimages in J. Extend a basis for q f F I to one for qI and this
in turn to one for Q.
The feasibility criterion, to have the linear transformation a composite
of three projections, is in essence the same: It must be possible to choose
representativeswhich will be linearly independentin D for the classes
Ž 1 .in the basis of QqI and, excluding q f F I , in some of the classes M
which meet both D and I, so that there is still sufficient linear indepen-
dence in D to accommodate the remainder G. To the linear dimension of
the complement of I J one can add, for this purpose, the smaller of the
dimensions of II J, JI J, since the diagonal of the product of
equidimensional subspaces in IJ and JI is a subspace of this dimension
Ž . Ž .in D  J  I J . Necessary, as well as sufficient in the finite-dimen-
sional case or when strict inequality obtains, is again
       D  IfI  M  G ,
where the vertical bars now denote dimension. In particular, the known
sufficient conditions follow.
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